
Section Two

EFFECTS OF CONSTANT ELECTRIC AND/OR MAGNETIC FIELDS ON
RADIOISOTOPE DECAY RATE AND/OR ENERGY OF EMISSION

Introduction

 Work in the second section concerns the effects of constant electric or magnetic fields on radioactive

sources.  Field strength as well as polarity  of the electric and magnetic fields has an effect on several of the

radioisotopes and radioactive minerals investigated. Electric DC sources or corona induced DC from high voltage

AC sources produces a charge on the surface of the exposed sample during excitation.  This charge was found to

be a very significant factor. Constant electric charges on soil surfaces alter the radioactivity of the soil: a source

that produces a positive charge will reduce the activity while a negative charge will increase the activity.  The

pronounced reduction of soil activity near power tansmission lines noted in the 1st section may be partially

explained by the corona induced positive field that puts positive charge on the soil surface near the power lines.
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      A.   MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD MEASURMENTS    

        A Model 100 gaussmeter (with a Hall effect probe) from Central Scientific Company was used to measure

the DC ( constant ) magnetic component.  It has 7 scales, the lowest one reading 2 gauss per division (100 gauss

full scale).Using the most sensitive scale, one can measure to a forth of a division or to about 0.5 gauss and

indeed the earth’s field can be detected or noted by changing the orientation of the probe.  This instrument was

calibrated using permanent magnets whose field strengths were checked using a calibrated meter present at

Midwest Research Institute (a local research institute located in Kansas City , Mo.). 

        The DC ( constant ) electric fields were usually reported as the meter voltage on the source device.  Since

most often the sample being investigated was placed directly on an electrode this seemed reasonable.  Ocassionally

a digital voltmeter or calibrated oscilloscope was used to measure the DC field above the surface or on the source

device.  For the most part the DC electric fields were supplied by Teltron DC power supplies which when

cascaded in series can deliver up to 15 kV positive or negative.  

        B.   FACTORS INFLUENCING RADIOACTIVE DECAY

i.    THE EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC FIELDS ON RADIOISOTOPE DECAY RATE AND ENERGY OF EMISSION

                              a.     Constant electric field (EDC)

It was found that the DC field strength and the polarity of the field has an effect particularly on K40,

Rb87,Sr90,* Ba137  and C14.   

Some of the earliest work concerned exposure of the metastable barium 137 isotope to DC electric field. 

The *Ba137 was eluted from a Cs137 minigenerator.  This isotope in aqueous solution, contained in a polyethylene

planchette, was placed on top of a capacitor plate which was made by taping aluminum foil to both sides of a small

glass plate (3/16” thick).  The top side of the capacitor  was connected to the positive lead of a 10 kilovolt DC

power supply.  The  *Ba137 activity was monitored before, during and after exposure under various conditions     
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( see below ).  The log of activity was plotted versus time to obtain the slope from which the half life could

calculated. Several results were thought possible.  One was that the effect would retard or speed up the decay only

when exposed so as the slope of the plot of log of activity of *Ba137 versus time obtained after exposure would be

the same if it had not been exposed.  Another possibility was that  the effect would persist and the activity (and

slope of log of activty ) would be affected for some time after exposure. Figures i, ii, and iii show what was

expected.  The experientally observed pathway is found in figure iii as pathway “A”.

For these early studies involving *Ba137 a computer interface system was made so as frequent samplings

could be obtained.  This worked to some extent but because the activity was low for the last and most critical part,

the results are not clear .  It is difficult to see with the *Ba137 studies the change in activity ten minutes ( which is

@ 4 half lives ) after elution from the Cs 137 minigenerator.  Later work (not presented here) with other isotopes

(K40 and Rb87) shows that the effect caused by exposure to combined constant plus negatively pulsed 60 cycle AC

electric fields (NN) does persist for some time with short exposure (15 minutes to 2 hours).  The effect itself has a

half life of 49.04 minutes for  K40 and 35.69 minutes for Rb87.  It is uncertain what the half life of the effect of DC

exposure is for *Ba137.  

A series of experiments starting in the fall of 1986 and ending in the spring of 1987 was performed on the

metastable Ba137.   The *Ba137 in solution was eluted from a ” minigenerator” containing Cs137 directly into a

polyethylene planchette.    The solution containing the *Ba137 was exposed to zero, 10 kV positive, and 10 kV

negative voltage using two high voltage power supplies in series.  The output of the power supply was connected

to the aforementioned glass capacitor plate.  In the experiments the NaI probe of a scintillation counter was placed

directly above the sample which in turn was placed directly on the capacitor plate.  

The scintillation counter was interfaced to a computer and was set on the scanning mode.  Four sets of

experiments were done.   Within each set spectra were obtained from (1) a sample not exposed to any electrical

field, (2) a sample exposed to a negative 10 kV DC field, (3) the sample exposed to a positive 10 kV DC field.  In

all sets the sample was positioned on the capacitor plate and allowed to decay to a given value.  In each set the

computer-scintillation counter  and computer was triggered to scan at a predetermined time after this level was

reached.  Fifteen individual runs were taken for each voltage investigated requiring fifteen samples times  three or

forty five total be prepared for each set.

In one set the high voltage power supply was turned on and the scanning began at once.  This was
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designated as “0” on.  In this set as in the other three there was one group in which the power supply is left off. 

This one is the control designated as “0”.  In this set as in the other three there was a group of designated “-” or

“+” that received exposure to the 10 kV negative or positive field.

In the set designated “0 on”, the voltage and scan was turned on as soon as the *Ba137 isotope decayed to a

predetermined level. Here the high voltage remained on while scanning.

In the set designated “4 on” the voltage was turned on as soon as the isotope decayed to the predetermined

level and remained on for four minutes.  Immediately after the four minute exposure with the voltage remaining on

the scan was turned on which itself took one minute.  

A third set designated “4 on, 4 off” was started first by allowing the sample to decay  to the predetermined

level.  When at this level the voltage was turned on for four minutes and after this the voltage was turned off. 

After an additional four minutes (eight total) the scan was turned on which itself took another one minute.  This set

here in which there is a delay between exposure and reading (scanning) leads to results which strongly deviate

from the other three sets where there is no delay.

The fourth set is designated “8 on”.  Here again the sample is allowed to decay to the predetermined level

before exposure.   The sample is exposed for 8 minutes when the voltage is turned on.  After eight minutes the

voltage is turned off and the scan turned on.  The spectra for these runs are shown in Figure ix and Figure x.

Referring to Table 3 the following is seen.  Generally the exposure to either positive or negative field

results in a slight increase in overall activity if the sample is scanned during or immediately after exposure to the

field.  If the sample is exposed then allowed to decay for a period after exposure the activity of the exposed sample

decreased (see “4 on 4 off”).

Exposure to the fields caused an increase in the half life.  The half life is determined by measuring activity

and noting the time involved.  The longer the wait before measuring activity after it has been exposed, the longer

the half life and the longer the exposure the longer the measured half life.  The activities were determined from the

x-ray peak and the gamma ray peak.   The assumption is that the greater the peak the greater the activities.  First

looking at the x-ray peak it is noted that the measured activities are lower the longer the sample is exposed and is

lower the longer the wait after exposure before scanning.  The set “4 on, 4 off” had the lowest activity  Remember

that the control “0” is treated the same as the exposed samples “+”  and “-” except that “0” is not exposed to the
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field.  The control “0” is what the exposed samples are compared to in order to see change.  Second, looking at 

the gamma ray peak we see that the activities of the exposed samples are lower than  that of the control

(unexposed) with the “4 on, 4 off” set having the lowest activity.

The literature value of the gamma photo peak wavelength maximum is 0.66164 MeV.  The wavelength

maximum was determined using three different methods in the below mentioned discussion and the average value

of the wavelength maximum for the gamma photopeak will be used.  The three methods are (1) directly from the

printed spectra using as a wavelength reference standard the photo peak from the unexposed Na22 and unexposed

*Ba137; (2) from the activity maximum taken directly from the computer data files; (3) half thickness method (page

143 to page 150 of Chase and Rabinowitz).  The experimental values as can be seen in Table 3 range from

0.63460 MeV to 0.69010 MeV with the average of four unexposed sample values being 0.66203 MeV and the

average of the eight exposed values  being 0.66776 MeV.  It appears that quickly exposed sample (“0 on”) will

have a wavelength maximum of higher energy but if a delay is made before scanning (“4 on, 4 off”) the

wavelength maximum of exposed and unexposed began to match each other.  However if a long exposure is given

(“8 on”) the wavelength maximum of the exposed sample is lower than the control.  Spectra ix and x are made

from “picture files”of an Apple program.  The resolution is not good enough to see these differences here. 

However the average of the three methods used to calculate the wavelength maximum do reveal a difference

between the before and after exposures.  It seems that quickly upon exposure the wavelength maximum increases

to a higher energy value but a long time after exposure and/or longer time of exposure will produce a wavelength

maximum of reduced energy.

The x-ray wavelength peak and the gamma ray wavelength peak have certain energy values.  That is the

x-ray emission and gamma ray emission each “peak” out at a certain value.  When the samples are exposed to the

10 kV DC electric fields the relative energy spacing between these wavelength maxima changes.  For quick short

exposure (“0 on”) the spacing increases by 0.01020  MeV.  If there is a delay before  scanning (“4 on, 4 off”) the

spacing decreases by 0.00325 MeV.  Longer exposure before scanning (“8 on”) also decrease the spacing by

0.00215 MeV.

A word here concerning validity of the results of DC electric field exposure on the barium 137 metastable

isotope:  the above interpretation is based on the data which has relatively high validity.  The number of samples

for each run is 15 but in some cases several months elapsed before all data was taken.  Student “t” tests statistics

(two tailed) was performed on data that was feasible to do so on.  The null hypothesis was looked at so as large
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“t” values (low probability) would indicate that there is a significance between the two factors being compared. 

One of the tests had a probability  less than 0.001 (“4 on” comparing the peak intensity maximum of activity of the

x-ray emission when the sample was exposed to positive 10 kV DC).  Several had values between 0.001 and

0.05.  One of these was p = 0.0362 for “4 on” comparing the peak intensity maximum (activity) of the gamma ray

emission when the sample was exposed to positive 10 kV DC.  Another was  p = 0.0129 (+) DC field 0.0153 (-)

DC field comparing the overall activity (cpm) of the exposed sample to control for the “4 on, 4 off” set.  One

marginal case is for  p = 0.0597 for “4 on” comparing the energy spacing between x-ray and gamma ray peaks 

for the sample exposed to the negative 10 kV DC field. 

The above data can also be viewed as a comparison between results when the samples were analyzed with

the field on and after they had been exposed ( field off ). The sets “0 on” and “4 on” represent readings taken with

the fields still on.  The sets “4 on, 4 off” and “8 on” represent readings taken immediately after the fields were

turned off.

  With fields on the average activity measured ( transformed from the log value of the activity at the x ray

and γ ray peaks ) increased to 103.51% of pre exposure values for the positive field and 100.06% of the non

exposed values for the negative field.  The combined activity of the - and + exposures at the x ray maximum was

100.61% of the pe exposed values which was nearly the same as that measured at the γ ray maximum (100.25 %).

The half life values increased to 100.79% of the non exposed values for positive field exposure and to 100.88% 

for negative field exposure.  The gamma ray photo peak maximum ( in Mevs ) increased to 102.12% of the value

of the non exposed sample when exposed to positive field and to 103.11% for negative field exposure.

With the fields off the activity decreased to 98.46% of the non exposed values when the previous field was

positive and 97.5% when the previous field was negative.  The combined activity of - and + exposures as

measured at the the x ray maximum was 99.67% of the pre exposure sample which was nearly the same as that

 measured at the γ ray maximum ( 99.50% ). The half life values increased to 102.40% for previous positive

exposure and 101.39% for previous negative field exposure.  Note that the percent is greater after exposure than

during.  The γ ray photo peaks wavelength maxima ( in Mevs ) decreased to 97. 77% for previous positive field

exposure and to 96.65% for previous negative field exposure.  The activity change at the x ray peak matches the
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change at the γ ray peak.  The solution contains only the *Ba137 isotope, no Cs 137 .  The *Ba137 produces some

x rays  along with Auger electrons during internal conversion although some could be produced when escaping γ

rays are absorbed by the surroundings.  It would appear that the conversion coefficient ( Ne/N ) for producing

Auger electrons is slightly greater when the field is on as compared to when it has just been turned off.  If the DC

electric fields are affecting the decay rate it appears that it affects primarily the γ ray emission and very little or not

at all the internal conversion that is ocurring for when the γ activity goes up the x ray activity goes up and when

the γ activity falls the x ray activity falls nearly the same amount. 

Summing up these obsevations on *Ba137 and referring to figure iii it appears that pathway “A” ( bold )

best represents the observed effects.          

Most of the isotopes investigated have fairly long half lives to very long half lives.  Because of the

experimental difficultly the method used to investigate the changes in  activity and changes in half life of *Ba137

would not work with these well.

For most other  work on radioisotopes the procedure was to measure activity before exposure and after

exposure and express this as a percent change by dividing the activity after exposure by the activity before

exposure and multiplying the result by 100  ( A/B X 100).   The supposition was that the exposure had at least

lowered or raised the half lives.  Later studies were done on *Ba137, Po210, C14, K40, and Rb87 to measure change

in energy of alpha or beta particles or gamma ray emitted.  For some isotopes it appears that both half life and

energy of emission is changed by exposure to electric (and magnetic) fields (see Table 2).

Recent (1990 to 1994) studies were done using C14, K40, Rb87, black shale matrix and the phosphate

nodules found within and soils that contain substantial amount of K40 and Rb87.  Studies were done using DC

fields positive and negative.  The DC field used was  5 kV or occasionally 10 kV.

In 1993 and 1994 studies were done investigating effects of charge induction on exposed samples.  Ten

gram samples of KCl, RbCl, and phosphate nodules and soil ( wet and dry ), were placed in aluminum weigh

boats or small plastic disposable beakers. Small quantities of C14 as Na
2
*CO

3
 evaporated from solution was

prepared in filter paper lined plastic lids and metal planchettes,  The samples, usually in the above containers, were
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placed on an earth grounded aluminum foil sheet and the sample exposed from above using 5 kV DC positive or

negative.  In a few cases the sample was exposed from above using a Tesla coil or 15 kV AC from a transformer.

The electrode was a fairly sharp stainless steel probe so as a charge gradient would develop around it.  This

system setup was called [AG].  In other studies the aluminum sheet was directly connected to the positive or

negative DC lead.  This second setup was called either [G-] or [G].  The samples were exposed and after turning

off the power the charge on the surface of the sample was determined using a Fluke 73 multimeter.  The DC mode

was used with the negative lead connected to earth ground or left free ( floating ).  Although the charge was

drained in seconds it was possible to obtain a range of values as well as the sign of charge.  Invaribly when the

sample, in a container, was placed on the aluminum foil and the foil was connected to a negative DC source, [G-],

the surface of the sample read positive when the power source was turned off.  Likewise when the aluminum foil

was connected to a positive DC source the surface of the sample read negative when the source was turned off. 

There seemed to be little difference what container the sample was in although the plastic disposable beaker seems

to allow a somewhat larger charge build-up of either polarity.  There is a much larger charge build-up ( of either

polarity )when the sample was wet ( which was done only with the soil ).  With the soil wet it was formed into

“cakes”.  The charge on  the cake was measured on top and after lifting it up and turning it over the charge on

what was previously the bottom was also measured.  The sign of the charge remained the same but the bottom

reading seemed usually to be lower in extent.  Similar results were obtained using a discrete phosphate nodule. 

When the soil samples were exposed to Tesla coil discharge from above the surface always was strongly positive

but showed the effect of the underlying DC charge.

When the samples which were placed in their containers on the earth grounded aluminum sheet were

exposed from above, [AG], the results also were uniform and the induced charge generally less than the [G-]

system.  When the excitation source was positive, the surface of the sample in the container read negative when

the source was turned off and positive when the excitation source above was negative.Using the [AG] system,  a

discrete phosphate nodule placed on the aluminum foil would carry the opposite charge of that of the excitation

source after the source was turned off. However when the nodule was placed directly on the aluminum sheet and

the sheet itself charged, [G-], a measurement on the nodule while the source was still on would show the same

charge as the sheet itself.

Please note that the results discussed in the previous 2 paragraphs ( except where noted otherwise ) were

obtained by exposing the sample to the field , turning off the power source and then measuring the charge on the
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surface. Measurement of surface charge taken while the power source is still on is reported in paper 4. As noted

with the one measurement reported in the last sentence of the previous paragraph the surface of the sample carries

the charge of the excitation source and when the power is turned off the surface charge momentarily becomes the

opposite of that while on.    

A sample when placed directly on a charged surface will take on that charge.  This is of significance for the

outdoor surface generally carries a negative charge.  Chalmers and other investigators of atmospheric electricity

found that during “fair weather” the atmospheric potential is usually increasingly positive as height above ground

increases.  During stormy weather ( non fair weather conditions ) the surface may carry a strong positive charge

particularly when a large thunder cloud passes over.  This change of sign is apparently due to charge induction

caused by the passing cloud.        

A summary of the results ( see Table 25 ) of DC exposure to C14 shows that polarity of the field has an

effect.  Most samples ( 4/6 or 66.7% ) exposed to positive DC had lowered activity ( average of 97.3% of

unexposed) , while most ( 4/6 or 66.7% ) exposed to a negative field had increased activity ( average of 104.00%

of unexposed ).

Although the voltage used by this author generally  were quite high ( kilo volts ) small DC voltages also

can cause changes in activity. Anderson in his 1972 paper showed that C14 activity changes when exposed to - or

+ 90 DC volts. Additional exposure causes greater changes. In a second series of experiments using a different

detector Anderson found basically the same results; some change for the 1st exposure and greater change for the

2nd. In the first experiment the time between the first and second trial exposing C14 to + 90v was nine and two

thirds hours.  This “pumping” action where repeated exposures continued to lower ( or raise with reversed

polarity ) the activity was very frequently obsevered by this author and is recorded in the tables in this paper as

well as the other two papers.     

An early investigation was done using the capacitor plate and energizing it with 5 kV, 10 kV, an 14 kV DC

field, [G-], with notation of what polarity the C14 sample (dry Na
2
*CO

3
 in polyethylene plastic planchette) was

exposed to.  The reader is referred to Table 4 in the appendix.  

The activity was measured for three samples prior to exposure.  The activity of each sample was recorded

for 10 minutes and repeated sixteen times.  One sample, the control, was not exposed to any DC, while the others
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were exposed to progressively higher DC fields starting at 5 kV.  With the exposed samples the polarity was noted

as + up or - up; that is the samples were placed on the positive plate or the negative, [G-] .  After ten minute

exposure the activity was read again using a ten minute count.  This was repeated sixteen times.   A control group

(zero exposure to EM fields) was also obtained again for ten minute count repeated sixteen times. A comparison

between the “before” and “after” reading was made by subtracting the reading after exposure from the reading

before exposure (B - A).  For statistical purposes the two tailed “t” test was used.  A comparison was made

between the control (0  B - A) and the sample  exposed to the positive plate (+  B - A) and the sample exposed to

the negative plate (-  B - A).  Also a comparison was made directly between the sample exposed on the plate [(+ B

- A) versus (- B - A)].

The results show that the C14 sample placed on the negative plate has an increase in activity that increases

dramatically as the voltage is raised from 5 kV to 14 kV.  In an analogous fashion a positive field caused a

decrease in activity likewise as dramatically.  If the change or difference in activity between positive and negative

at 5 kV (98.875) is “set” to be one then the change in activity at 14 kV (1767.175) is 17.87 times as much.  

A series of trials in July 24th - 25th, 1989 using 8 kV positive plate decreased activity of C14  to 94.46% of

the preexposure level.  The reversal of the field to 8 kV negative increases the activity to 102.76% of preexposure

level.  A more recent series in Feb. 5 1991 simultaneously exposing two C14 sources to 10 kV high gradient DC

fields produced a value of 92.99% of preexposure  value when exposed to positive field and a value of 105.00%

of preexposure value when exposed to negative field.

When the C14 was exposed for twenty minutes to 10 kV and 14 kV there was a change in E
B Max

, the

maximum energy of the beta particle as measured by the Feather analysis (see Table 2).  When exposed to

negative 10 kV plate the E
B Max 

 was 0.0062 MeV less than when measured at neutral condition.  When exposed to

14 kV the E
B Max

 was 0.0055 MeV less.  Exposure to the positive plate at 10 kV and 14 kV caused the E
B Max

  to

increase .  Exposure to the positive plate at 10 kV increased the
 
E

B Max
  by 0.0043 MeV and exposure to 14 kV

positive plate increased the value by 0.0020 MeV.  The differences between the E
B Max

 as measured on the

negative and the positive pole are 0.0105 MeV for 10 kV and 0.0075 MeV for 14 kV.

Looking at the results concerning change in activity and E
B Max

 it appears that when exposed to negative
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field the increase in activity occurs with the beta particle being less energetic.  When exposed to the positive field

the decrease in activity is accompanied by an increase in the energy of the particle.  A theory offered by Howard

R. Reiss (see reference page) predicts a shortened half life, associated with increased activity, when certain types

of radioisotopes are exposed to various intense EM fields (most effective at low frequencies). 

At this point it should be noted again that  the effects of exposure to these DC electric fields (and AC

electric and DC and AC magnetic ) generally do not seem to be permanent. For isotopes with long half lives a

measure of the duration of the effect could be determined by plotting either change in activity versus time or

simply activity versus time.   Later this could be expressed in terms of the half life (the time it takes for the effect

to drop to half of its initial value.  While this was estimated as less than one hour for C14 exposed to AC magnetic

fields it was done accurately for K40 and Rb87 (reported in the 3rd section ).  For these two the half lives are 49.04

minutes for K40 and 35.69 minutes for Rb87 exposed to a combined pulsed AC plus DC electric field.  If the effect

of exposure of field on C14 leads to a half life in this range then the counting time for measurement of activity is

important.  Highly radioactive samples where the amount of radioisotope is larger could be analyzed using short

counting time.  The effect of the fields on activity then would be more noticeable since the effect itself would not

have diminished as much.  This accounts for some of the discrepancies in determining the extent of change in

activity after exposure. Most of the more recent work done with K40 and Rb87 was done using a constant counting

time particularly after the half life of the effect was determined.

In a recent series of experiments with KCl and RbCl the salts were placed in aluminum weigh boats and

exposed to different fields.  This provides good grounding to the capacitor plate.  In somewhat similar

experiments the salts were placed in plastic weigh boats and/or plastic vial lids.  There is some difference in the

effects.  It appears that grounding of the sample holder and possibly the physical and/or chemical state has some

bearing on the effects noted.  Table 5 lists the changes and the conditions which the experiment was done.  This

can also be seen well when comparing the work done on C14.  Listed in Table 5 are experiments 42 and 43 which

were done using samples prepared in metal planchettes whereas experiments 45 and 48 were samples prepared in

polyethylene plastic lids used as planchettes.  In experiments 52, 53, and 54 the C14 was in plastic lids but the lids

were not  setting directly on the capacitor plate being positioned several centimeters above the plate.  Note that the

results obtained depended not only on polarity of the field on the plate but also on the orientation of the lid (lid

facing towards or away from the plate).  Subsequent researchers will find a look at the literature dealing with
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surface charge on various shaped conductors and insulators very beneficial.   

For 400 volt positive DC exposure the activity of K40 decreased to 93.69% of preexposure values while

the Rb87 decreased to 92.11% of preexposure value.  Reversal of fields to negative DC caused the activity to

increase to 110.92% for K40 and 108.28% for  Rb87.   Eight kV exposure of recrystallized KCl in a porcelain lid

on a positive plate using five minute counts after exposure for five trials resulted in a gain in activity of 106.55%

above the preexposure level.  Using the same sample and reversing the field to negative field caused the activity to

increase (to 103.27% of the preexposure levels).  A 10 kV exposure of  K40 to positive DC field ( listed in Table

25 ) caused a decrease of activity to 98.79% of the preexposure value while reversal of field to negative also

caused a decrease in activity to 97.28% of preexposure values.  Here the KCl was also as above, recrystallized in

a porcelain lid from the molten state.

A summary of the results of DC exposure to K40 or Rb87is shown in Table 25.  For potassium forty

generally either field will cause a slight reduction in activity but the negative field causes somewhat lower activity. 

For rubidium eighty seven exposure to either field generally causes a slight increase with the negative field being

somewhat more effective. This includes studies on Rb87 reported in Table 25 presented in section 4.  

The results of K40 exposure to different DC fields are difficult to explain.  It may be that there is a

“window” effect in which certain voltages will cause a given response , but out of that range another “window”

may open up.  

The work involving exposure of K40 to 8 kV and 10 kV, which is the earlier research  presented, has large

standard deviation and less certain probability (smaller “t” values).  The later work using a somewhat different

power source have smaller deviation and greater “t” values even for the smaller number of trials.  For this reason I

feel the more recent research is more valid.  It should be noted that more recent work at 400 volts DC was done

using granular KCl in aluminum weigh boats where as the other work was done using recrystallized KCl in a

porcelain lid.  This grounding difference may account for these differences.

Several other isotopes were affected; Po210  activity increases with a positive field but a negative field

decreased activity if the GM “C” probe was used; the reverse is true if the thicker GM “P” probe is used.   Lead

210 like U 232  generally increases in activity regardless of the polarity.    Strontium 90 and cobalt 60 activity

decreased regardless of the polarity. 

A summary of the results of DC exposure to phosphatic black shales ( matrix and phosphate nodules
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found within ) is presented in Table 25.  Of the samples exposed to positive fields, five out of nine or 55.6% were

reduced in activity with the average reduction level being 89.00% of the pre exposure level and although exposure

to negative fields also resulted in reduction of activity most of the time ( 5/9 or 55.6% ), the average activity level

was increased to 104.70% of pre exposure level. 

The soils results were as follows.  When exposed to positive fields 6 out of 12 or 50% of the soils ( wet

and dry combined here ) decreased in activity with an average of 101.67% of pre exposure level.  When exposed

to negative fields 5 out of 11 or 45.45% increased in activity with the average reading being 123.45% of the pre

exposure level. For the soils exposed to positive fields there were 7 dry ones which averaged 106.14% and 5 wet

ones averaging 95.40%. For the negative charged system there were 4 dry samples which averaged 119.25% and

7 wet ones including one which had a very large increase of 341% averaged 125.86%. If the 341% sample is

removed the average of the remaining 6 is 90.00%. Deleting the one sample exposed to negative fields with the

very large increase one can say that exposure of dry soil to DC fields causes a greater increase in activity than

exposure of wet soil.   

                   c.     Constant magnetic fields  (MDC)

Studies were done using permanent magnets of various configurations and electromagnets charged with

DC current from DC power supplies.   Those electromagnets and solenoids used, had some ac magnetic field

associated with them.  This ac field (usually less than 760 milligauss) was small compared to the DC magnetic

values.  The reader is referred to Table 7.

First one should note by looking at this Table M
DC

 and other tables where premanent magnets and magnets

using DC current are used that the orientation has an effect on the results concerning changes in activity.  That is

exposure to north pole produces frequently the opposite effect that exposure to a south pole does.  Most work was

done with inhomogenous fields but even work with the homogeneous field generated by a large (2.5” diameter

pole end) electromagnet produced some statistically significant results.

Other than the large electromagnet mentioned in the above paragraph a “black” solenoid was used that

could generate up to several kilogauss DC field for a good portion of an hour.  

For the permanent magnets, several large one kilogauss horse shoe magnets and some small button or disc
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magnets were used.

 Generally when C14 was exposed to strong constant magnetic fields with the sample next to the south pole

the activity increased and when placed next to the north pole the activity increased. If C14 was in a very strong

homogeneous field the activity decreased.  Potassium forty generally decreased in activity rather strongly  when

placed on the south pole and increased slightly when placed on the north pole. Runs using Rb87 (3N & 3S )  and

Pb210 ( 1N & 1S ) showed an increase when placed on either pole.  The rubidium samples reported in Table 25 in

this section and section four showed a rather large increase.  A piece of semi processed uranium ore showed a

decrease when placed on a north pole.  

In addition to C14 showing a decrease in activity after being placed in a strong homogeneous field the

following also showed decreases; cesium 137 ( *Ba137) , U238,  Co60, U232, and Sr90.   The Tl204 isotope showed a

very slight increase.  A Cs137 sealed source activity was read prior to exposure, placed between poles and the

activity read after exposure. In both cases it was read with a 250 mg/cm2 aluminum shield over the sample.  This

aluminum shield allowed passage of gamma rays from the *Ba137 decay but blocked any beta from Cs137.  The

magnetic effect here could be on the Cs137 which subsequently affected the amount of Ba*137 formed.  A later

study presented in the section on combined electric and magnetic fields  has some bearing on this. The effect the

homogeneous magnetic field has on Sr90, Co60 and to a lesser extent on C14 is proportional to the field strength.

The isotope Sr90 registered a decrease when placed on the south pole.The isotopes Co60, Pb210, and Po210

showed a gain in activity when placed next to a strong south pole. The Co60 showed a marked significant decrease

when placed on a north pole while the Po210 and Pb210 showed an increase when placed on the north pole. The

minerals molybdenite, samarskite and allanite and U238 acetate salt showed decreased activity on either pole

whereas ellsworthite showed an increase on either pole.  Metatorbernite decreased in activity significantly on the

north pole but also decreased on the south pole. Uraninite showed an increase on the north pole at high field

strength and a decrease on the north pole at lower field strength. 

When ground phosphate or phosphate nodules were placed on the magnets the activity generally increased

either when on a south or a north pole: both more so on the south pole.  Exposure of soil to the north pole resulted

in a large decrease in activity but only a slight increase when exposed to the south pole.
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             j.     Constant magnetic and electric fields  (M + E)
DC

Here the experimental set up is simple.  A large horseshoe magnet (about one kilogauss) was clamped

above the sample on the glass capacitor plate.  The DC signal was applied to the capacitor plate. This setup was

used for trial 1 - 6.  For trials 7 -34 small button magnets of 2.6 kG strength were used. The reader is referred to

Table 14 in the appendix for details.

Only one experiment was done with the mineral allanite.  This sample, on the positive capacitor  plate, was

facing the north pole of the magnet.  Here there was a slight increase in the activity to 100.54% of pre exposure

values. Using the same exposure conditions for cobalt 60 activity increased slightly as did Po210. 

  A Cs137 sealed source was exposed to the same conditions but readings were taken using a 250 mg/cm2

aluminum shield so the net  result is that the gamma from the *Ba137 was observed.  The *Ba137 showed an

increase upon exposure. When the Cs - Ba source was wrapped in aluminum foil and exposed to the

homogeneous DC magnetic field the gamma activity that was measured dropped to 94.6% of the pre exposure

value.  Exposure of the same source to the above combined DC electric and magnetic fields caused an increase to

101.3% of the pre exposure value.  In the latter case the source was exposed to both electric and magnetic fields

but was shielded with 250 mg/cm2 aluminum foil before reading so as only the gamma activity was read.  One

possible explanation of these observations is as follows.  It appears that the electric field has an effect on the Cs137

causing it to increase in activity producing more than enough *Ba137 to compensate for the dampening effect that

the magnetic field has on the *Ba137 itself.  Keep in mind that the magnetic fields in the two examples, although

constant, are not identical. 

Carbon fourteen exposed to the north pole down with positive 5 kV DC increased to 102% and with south

pole down and positive 5 kV DC increased to 103%.  The C14 isotope decreased to 95% exposed to south pole

down with negative 5 kV DC charge. It also decreased to 95% when exposed to north pole down and 5 kV DC

negative charge and here the results were statistically significant.

Potassium forty exposed to positive 5 kV DC with the north pole down decreased in activity to 98% and

with the south pole down increased to 108% of pre exposure values.  Reversal of the DC polarity to 5 kV DC

negative caused the north pole down exposure to drop to 96% and the south pole down exposure to drop to 94%.  
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Rubidium eighty seven exposure results are in some ways a mirror image of the K40 exposure.  Rb87

exposed to positive 5 kV DC with north pole down increased to 110% and with south pole down the activity

decreased to 96% of the pre exposure values.  Reversal of the DC polarity to 5 kV DC negative caused the north

pole exposure to drop to 95% and the south pole down exposure to drop to 99%.

Thorium 232 exposed to positive 5 kV DC with north pole down decreased slightly ( > 1% ) and with the

south pole down showed a statistically significant decrease to 98% of pre exposure values.  Reversal of the DC

polarity caused the activity to increase slightly ( > 1% ) with the north pole down  With the south pole down and

reversed polarity the activity deceased significantly to 97%.

Exposure of U238 to positive 5 kV DC caused a decrease to 99% with either magnetic pole.  Reversal of the

DC electric field to 5 kV DC negative resulted in a statistically significant increase to 102% with exposure to either

pole.  

The phosphate activity decreased slightly ( >1% ) when exposed to 5 kV DC positive and north pole down

but decreased to 97% with south pole down.  When the DC field was negative the phosphate decreased to 96%

with north pole exposure and increased to 109% with south pole exposure.  

Soil exposed to positive 5 kV DC and north pole down decreased to only 6% of pre exposure levels,

showing statistical significance, and with exposure to south pole down increased to 283% of pre exposure levels. 

A negative 5 kV DC field and north pole down caused the soil to increase significantly to 131% and with the south

pole down decrease to 88% of pre exposure levels. 

The difference between changes as measured using the “C” (thin window 1.5-2.0 mg/cm2) versus “P”

(thick window 2.0-3.0 mg/cm2) Geiger tubes often cropped up.  In planning of the experiments it was decided to

use two tubes of different end window thickness so as one could distinguish somewhat between weaker (low

energy) and stronger (high energy) particles.   If not specified the “C” tube should be assumed the one used.

In the experiments ultilizing constant electric fields the range was from about 95% of preexposure value

using “P”  to 103% of preexposure value for “C” for the same sample. In the expeiments involving constant

magnetic fields the range was from 107% of pre exposure value using “P” to 160% of pre exposure value using

“C” for the same sample.  In experiments ultizing other than constant fields the spread was more than 50%.  If

these readings are valid then we may interpret this as saying that exposure may be increasing the total number of

particles (? waves) which include many more weaker ones at the expense of the stronger ones.  Since Feather
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analysis presented in these papers show that under some circumstances the energies of the beta from C14, K40, and

Rb87 changes with electromagnetic exposure this seems to be a valid conclusion.

         C.     SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As with AC fields interactions presented in section one it does appear that constant electric and/or magnetic

fields have an effect on nuclear decay rates and/or energies also.

Studies done with *Ba137 seem to indicate that the changes that occur during exposure to constant electric

fields are compensated ( reversed ) shortly after exposure ( see page 7 ).

Some isotopes or radioactive sources show opposite effects depending on the polarity of the DC electric

fields as well as the magnetic field: notably the soil , PO
4
 (shale), K40, and C14.  For additional details see Table

25 and pages 10-13 of the text. Further evidence that fields affect the isotopes can be seen in that increasing

electric field strength causes increasing effect for C14 ( see page 10 ) and increasing magnetic field strength for

Sr90, Co60, and C14 ( see page 13-14 ). Repeated exposures of some samples often results in increasing effect ( a

summation of effect ).  This is presented more throughly in the 3rd section which covers the effects of combined

fields on samples.  

The energy of the alpha from Po210 is little affected by exposure of Po210 to DC field. There seems to be a

slight increase upon exposure to negative fields and a slight decrease upon exposure to positive fields. Beta

emitters and gamma emitters seem to show greater changes upon exposure to electric DC fields than alpha

emitters. The energy of beta particles or gamma rays emitted is affected by the polarity ( and perhaps the strength )

of the field used ( see Tables 2,3 and 4 and pages 5-8, and 10 ).

Studies on *Ba137 in solution show that under conditions of the experiment ( see page 7 ) that after removal

from exposure to electric fields of either polarity the gamma ray photopeak wavelength maximum decreases, the

activity drops and the half life increases.  The C14 isotope when removed from the positive DC field responds by

having decreased activity with increasing energy of the beta emitted (E
Bmax

). When removed from a negative DC
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field the activity increases and the beta energy decreases. The reader is referred to Table 2 and page 10. Extensive

work with Rb87exposed to positive and negative fields presented in section four shows that rubidium eighty seven

following a pattern similar to carbon fourteen.

One of the most important observations made during the investigation was that surface charge has a

powerful effect on the decay of isotopes.  The reader needs to keep this in mind when interpreting the results

reported in the tables and in the text. The reader may also want to refer back to pages 7-9, and 13.

                                                                                                                                                                                   

II.      APPENDIX

.    A.  Tables

   B.  Figures

   C.  Selected references
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